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Individual one-to-one
language training

English immersion
training in the UK
+44 1666 825 060

This intensive Business English programme in both
formal and informal settings

Expert trainers
Experienced in business,
highly qualified and
proficient in Abbey’s
unique methodology, our
training team will help you
acquire the language skills
you need for your job and
professional career.

Welcoming host
families
Our Individual Course provides individual one-to-one training
tailored specifically to your language needs. This programme
comprises intensive 1:1 training in the morning and afternoon, and
includes contact time with trainers during tea and coffee breaks.
The 1:1 tuition consists of structured speaking and listening
activities, including telephone and meeting simulations, preparing
presentations, writing emails and taking part in negotiations and
business discussions – all designed to be as relevant as possible to
your job and your workplace.
In addition, your week will include the opportunity to speak with
the trainers and your host family in a more relaxed setting.
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One-to-one
training

Social
learning

After hours

Tailor-made tuition
designed for you

Informal ‘talking’
time with trainers

Abbey Communication Ltd, Malmesbury, Wiltshire, UK
+44 1666 825 060 | english@abbeycommunication.com

Additional Social
English practice
with host family

			

Our hosts are known to us
personally, are familiar with
our methods and provide
an additional 20+ hours
of social conversation per
week. They are selected to
provide a high standard
of meals, accommodation
and attention.

Relaxing rural
location
Malmesbury is a beautiful
and ancient town in the
south west of England,
within easy reach of London
and Bristol airports and
mainline railway stations.

www.abbeycommunication.com

The benefits of an
Individual Course

Your training choice

An Individual Course provides the benefits of one-to-one
tuition, plus time to improve your Social English
Individual courses provide 1:1 Business English training for
professionals who want an intensive focus on their personal
language requirements. The course activities are varied and
include discussions and simulations (such as negotiations, writing
emails and making telephone calls) that mirror the real-life
experiences you encounter on a regular basis in your workplace.
After conducting a needs analysis, your trainer will create a Course
Plan that sets out the timetable and course contents for the week
ahead. The focus is always on learning practical language skills
that will benefit you in your working environment. After each
day’s training session, you will have the opportunity to consolidate
your learning and further develop your English grammar and
vocabulary.
Because this is an immersion course, you will also benefit from
additional English-speaking time with your host family in the
mornings and evenings.
To take an Individual Course at Abbey, participants can be at
Beginner level in English or above.
Abbey has been helping people communicate more effectively
in international business for over 25 years and has an excellent
reputation in countries worldwide.

The feedback was
one of the most
effective parts of
the training”

We provide a relaxed and
supportive learning environment
where you will be encouraged
to speak English immediately,
both within the training setting
and after-hours. Our activities
are designed to help you use
language spontaneously and to
communicate confidently and
with authority.
Our intensive immersion
programmes are often seen
as complementary to other
learning methods and are
frequently undertaken as part
of a ‘blended’ learning package,
perhaps involving online training
or study in your home country.

Learning English
with Abbey

•	A relaxed and welcoming
training environment in a
small-town location

•	Courses designed around

the language needs of the
participant

You were very
flexible to my
needs”

•	Opportunity to enjoy

Kosuke, NYK, Japan

•	Expert tuition from

Sandra, Aptar Pharma,
Germany

one-to-one tuition in a
structured setting
professional trainers with
extensive business experience

Really pleasant
course, efficient,
in phase with my
objectives”

You have a very
good team,
each person is
different”

Tony, CNPP, France

Emmanuelle, Sika,
France

Contact us

Abbey’s unique
methodology

•	A strong focus on practical
language skills to increase
job effectiveness

•	Full immersion in UK

culture through host family
interaction

+44 1666 825 060

english@abbeycommunication.com

Abbey Communication Ltd, Malmesbury, Wiltshire, UK
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